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Distortions of the electronic density of states (DOS) are a potent mechanism to increase the

thermopower of thermoelectric semiconductors, thereby increasing their power factor. We review

band-structure engineering approaches that have been used to achieve this, resonant impurity levels,

dilute Kondo effects, and hybridization effects in strongly correlated electron systems. These can

increase the thermoelectric power of metals and semiconductors through two mechanisms: (1) the

added density of states increases the thermopower in a nearly temperature-independent way; (2)

resonant scattering results in a strong electron energy filtering effect that increases the thermopower at

cryogenic temperatures where the electron–phonon interactions are weaker. Electronic structure

calculation results for Tl:PbTe and Ti:PbTe are contrasted and identify the origin of the thermopower

enhancement in Tl:PbTe. This leads to a discussion of the conditions for DOS distortions to produce

thermopower enhancements and illustrates the existence of an optimal degree of delocalization of the

impurity states. The experimentally observed resonant levels in several III–V, II–VI, IV–VI and V2-VI3

compound semiconductor systems are reviewed.

Introduction

Great progress has been made in the last decade toward

increasing the thermoelectric figure of merit zT in thermoelectric

semiconductors. The central problem is that zT consists of a set

of mutually ‘‘counter-indicated’’ materials properties, namely the

thermopower (or Seebeck coefficient), S, and the electrical (s)

and thermal (k) conductivities of the material. The label

‘‘counter-indicated’’ means that most mechanisms that improve

one also are deleterious to the other. Explicitly, we can write zT

as the product of two sets of these counter-indicated properties

shown here in parentheses:

zTh
S2s

k
T ¼

�

S2n
�

�m

k

�

qT (1)

whereby we have written the electrical conductivity as s ¼ nqm,

with n the charge carrier concentration, q its charge and m its

mobility. The ratio (m/k) is counter-indicated because defects and

impurities that affect one of these properties usually also affect

the other. The other counter-indicated property is the product

(S2n): indeed, it is a general rule in doped semiconductors and

metals that the higher the carrier concentration, the lower the

thermopower, a relation attributed to Mr. N. L. Pisarenko in the

seminal monograph on thermoelectricity by Abram Ioffe.1,2

Most work in the last decade focused on improving the ratio

(m/k) by reducing the lattice part of the thermal conductivity

using phonon scattering mechanisms, such as nanostructures or

localized phonon modes, that have a relatively smaller effect on

scattering electrons; this approach has been reviewed elsewhere.3

Slack4 teaches us that there is a limit to the improvement in zT

that can be achieved this way, because the phonon conductivity is

limited in most bulk systems to what is known as the amorphous

limit, i.e. where the phonon mean free path is on the order of one
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Broader context

Thermoelectric materials are useful in all-solid-state conversion between heat and electrical power. The technology is most promising

in waste-heat recovery applications, where its extreme reliability and high power density makes it the prime choice in mobile

applications. Research during the last decade has resulted in a near-doubling of the conversion efficiency, characterized by the figure

of merit zT, mostly through the reduction of the lattice thermal conductivity. One complementary technology that promises to

enhance the thermoelectric power instead is the use of ‘‘resonant impurities’’ as dopants. What those dopants are, and how they

work, is reviewed here.
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interatomic distance. Comparatively less research effort has been

aimed at increasing the thermoelectric power factor P ¼ S2s, or

more specifically the product (S2n), and that quantity is the object

of the present review.

The product (S2n) is a purely electronic property, dominated

by the details of the electronic band structure and of the scat-

tering mechanisms. Therefore, one approach to increase (S2n) is

by engineering distortions of the electronic density of states

(DOS) near the Fermi energy. Because thermoelectric technology

can only be expected to impact the world energy issues if it can

convert large amounts of thermal and electrical power, we

concentrate here on approaches that apply to bulk three-

dimensional thermoelectric materials. This review is organized in

five sections.

(1) In the first section, the mechanisms that can be used to

distort the DOS in bulk solids will be briefly described, and the

relations between them put in perspective.

(2) The second section focuses on the physical origin and

nature of resonant impurity levels, sometimes called virtual

bound states. These levels create distortions of the DOS. Their

wavefunctions can be more atom-like (‘‘localized states’’) or

more free-electron-like (‘‘extended states’’). The geometrical scale

of this degree of ‘‘extension’’ is the volume occupied by an atom

in the lattice, or the interatomic distance (the Ioffe-Regel rule).

(3) The third section reviews the Mott relation in its general

form, and shows how and under what conditions distortions of

the DOS lead to an enhanced thermopower and thermoelectric

figure of merit.

(4) In the fourth section, we review the literature on existing

resonant levels in semiconductors. The experimental data on

thermoelectric semiconductors based on PbTe, used for power

generation applications near 500 �C, and based on Bi2Te3 used

for cooling applications near room temperature are discussed in

detail.

(5) The fifth section describes Density Functional Theory

(DFT) band structure calculations for two cases, Tl:PbTe and Ti:

PbTe, showcasing the contrast between more localized and more

extended resonant levels.

1. Distortions of the density of states

The density of states (DOS), g(E) in units of number of states per

eV per cm�3 of material, is a measure of howmany electron states

are available in a unit volume of solid at energies between E and

E + dE. Mathematically, g(E) is the function that enables the

transformation of variables in the calculation of the transport

integrals, from integrals of the type
1

4p3
∭E#E0

FðkÞd3k over

momentum-space (k-space) defined in a Brillouin zone of a three-

dimensional (3-D) solid, to scalar integrals of the type

ð

E0

0

FðEÞgðEÞdE over energyE (here F(E) is an arbitrary function).

The DOS including spin degeneracy, in 3-D is defined by5

gðEÞh 1

4p3

ðð

s

dS

jVkEðkÞj
(2)

where S denotes the equi-energy surface of energy E. The

dimensionality of the system is of primary importance in deter-

mining the shape of the integrals. For a quasi-free three-dimen-

sional (3-D) electron with a quadratic dispersion relation E(k),

gðEÞf
ffiffiffiffi

E
p

. In a 2-D electron system, g(E) consists of a series of

steps at quantized energy levels EN (N ¼ 1, 2.). In a 1-D

quantum wire, g(E) has divergent maxima shaped

like gðEÞf 1
.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðE � EN1;N2
Þ

p

;E$EN1;N2
at quantized energies
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EN1,N2 (N1, N2 ¼ 1, 2.). For the 3-D case that concerns this

review, we will derive further how S depends on g(E ¼ EF) in

a general way, where EF is the Fermi energy. For a first intro-

duction to the subject, it is sufficient to state Mahan and Sofo’s6

conclusion: the larger g and the stronger its dependence on E, the

higher S(n) will be for a given carrier concentration. The limiting

case, where g(E) is a delta function at 2.4 kBT above or below EF,

is shown to give the optimal zT enhancement. Of course this is

unattainable in nature because local variations in sample

composition would broaden such a delta function. A second

limitation is the presence of available electronic states due to

atoms other than the ones that create the delta-function-like

DOS in the solid, defined here as the ‘‘backgroundDOS’’. Mahan

and Sofo demonstrate that this background DOS strongly

decreases the optimal zT, but a non-zero background DOS is

indispensable to control the position of EF. The goal of research

on the thermoelectric power factor is therefore to distort and

increase g as much as possible over and above a E1/2 function near

the Fermi level. Hicks and Dresselhaus7 predict that 2-D

quantum wells and 1-D quantum wires could make excellent

thermoelectric materials, based on the shape of g(E) outlined

above; the experimental work based on such effects is quite

promising and was also reviewed previously.8

For the sake of clarity, we categorize in this review the

approaches used to distort the DOS in bulk solids into four

somewhat arbitrary classes, summarized in Fig. 1: a) two-band

structures (2B), b) resonant levels (RL) also known as virtual

bound states, c) hybridization gaps (HG), also known as Kondo

gaps and d) dilute Kondo alloys (DK). Obviously, two-band

structures are not properly ‘‘distortions’’ of the DOS, as they are

inherent from the dispersion relation of the solid; nevertheless, it

has long been known that they can lead to impressive values of

the thermopower and of zT. Classes RL, DK andHG are related,

as we will show. Both DK and HG classes concern systems in

which atoms with electrons on d-level or f-level are added to

conventional semiconductors with bands dominated by s or p

levels, but they differ in concentration: DK concerns dilute

alloys, HG concentrated alloys and intermetallic compounds.

Resonant levels, in contrast, do not necessarily involve d-levels,

but can arise from s and p-levels, especially in semiconductors.

The name of Jun Kondo is often associated with all correlated

systems of classes DK and HG which involve magnetic ions,

though it is the dilute alloys that were the object of his pioneering

early work.9

Both RL and DK systems were studied first in metals. RL’s

were discovered first in atomic physics, then adapted to solid

state physics in 1953 by Korringa and Gerritsen10 and in 1956 by

Friedel.11 RL’s involve a coupling between electrons on a dilute

impurity and those in the conduction or the valence band of the

host solid, while in DK systems a magnetic contribution is added

to that interaction. Resonant levels will be treated in some detail

in the next section, and we will conclude this section with a brief

description of DK and HG system.

The first signature of a DK system in a metal is a non-

monotonic temperature dependence of the resistivity. The resis-

tivity r of a pure metal decreases monotonically with tempera-

ture following the ‘‘Bloch-Gr€uneisen’’ or ‘‘Bloch-T5’’ law,5 which

holds when boundary and acoustic phonon scattering of the

charge carriers dominate. According to the Bloch-Gr€uneisen law,

at the lowest temperature, the electron mean free path (mfp) is

dominated by scattering on grain boundaries and defects, and,

since the carrier density does not change with temperature in

metals, the resistivity is constant, r � T0 At slightly higher

temperatures, where phonon scattering starts dominating, but

below the Debye temperature, so that the number of phonons

and the electron–phonon scattering angles are strong functions

of T, one observes r � T5. Above the Debye temperature, metals

show r � T1. When small amounts of transition metal impurities

(Fe, Cr, Mn.) are added to Cu, Ag or Au, clear deviations were

observed from the Bloch-Gr€uneisen law. The first effects were

observed in very dilute alloys at temperatures near where the

pure host metal’s resistivity had its transition between the T5 and

T0 laws. In these dilute alloys (e.g. of ppm’s of Fe in Au), r(T)

was observed to no longer be monotonic in T, going through

a minimum near a characteristic ‘‘Kondo’’ temperature TK, and

then increasing again as the temperature is lowered below TK.

Later on, systems were identified in which TK falls at a much

higher temperature, in the T5 or even the T1 regime. The ther-

mopower, which is normally (i.e. excluding phonon drag)

proportional to T in metals, is greatly enhanced following

a Gaussian peak in log(T) centered on TK in the alloys that show

a minimum in resistivity. Kondo explained the effect in 19649 by

realizing that conduction electrons may change their spin states

when they scatter on magnetic impurities. The DK signature in

transport is based on an elaborate energy-dependence of the

scattering probabilities. Here, Kondo considers not only the

commutation relations between the creation and annihilation

operators in calculating the matrix elements of the interactions,

but also the spin raising and spin lowering operators. This

mechanism is inherently a three-step scattering effect based on

applying the Pauli exclusion principle to an intermediate state

where an internal degree of freedom of the scatterer, namely its

Fig. 1 Mechanisms used to distort the density of states in solids and to

increase their thermopower. Two-band conduction is not properly

a ‘‘distortion’’, but can lead to a large thermopower. Resonant impurity

levels, which do not involve a magnetic exchange between the impurity

and the host solid, are closely related to Kondo systems, though the latter

involve dilute magnetic impurities. Systems with band hybridization are

observed in systems in which the magnetic atoms are major constituents,

and here the coupling opens a Kondo gap.
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spin, is involved. Following Blatt et al.12 we represent the DOS in

DK alloys as similar to that of the resonant levels, but with

a magnetic splitting of the excesses in the DOS into a spin-up and

a spin-down bump. These states do influence transport through

scattering, and the Fermi level lies in between the two bumps in

Fig. 1(d) (DK). TK can reach above 1000 K,13 but the amplitude

of the peak in S rarely exceeds a few tens of mV K�1 in practice.14

Considering now the frame labeled hybridization in Fig. 1(c),

this can be viewed as a limiting case of the DK situation, where

the magnetic atoms become a major constituent in the solid, so

that their electronic levels contribute in a major way to the band

structure. When a nearly dispersion-less energy band that origi-

nates from the d or f levels of a rare-earth or transition metal

constituent intersects a band with sp character in a semi-

conductor or metal, those two can hybridize.15 A hybridization

gap then opens in the DOS as depicted in Fig. 1, and the local

DOS near the gap is strongly distorted. Because they are based

on similar Kondo interactions, but have an energy gap, they are

sometimes called Kondo insulators. Examples of classical Kondo

insulators are CeNiSn, CePd3 and Ce3Bi4Pt3,
16 and it is possible

that hybridization may play a role in the extraordinarely high

thermopowers of semiconductors like FeSb2
17 (although other

mechanisms are possible or can contribute18) and metals like

YbAl3.
19 Many decades of research in this field have shown that

hybridization gaps are not easy to use in the design of thermo-

electric materials, particularly when they involve 4f-levels.

Indeed, these typically form very flat bands in k-space which

promise a large enhancement in g(E) and thus in thermopower,6

but create difficulties in attempts to optimize the location of EF in

the f-level band. In the elemental rare-earth metals it is some-

times suggested (there are few experimental data) that the f-levels

tend to split into two broad (in k-space) high-DOS bands, typi-

cally one several eV above and one several eV below the Fermi

energy.5 It is possible that some semiconducting rare earth

compound will be proven to be an excellent thermoelectric based

on the properties of its 4f electrons, but an additional difficulty in

discovering such a system arises from the fact that binary or

ternary phase diagrams show very few solid solution regions in

rare-earth pnictides or chalcogenides, which tend to form inter-

metallics in which EF is hard to tune chemically.

For completeness, we mention that distortions of the DOS or

effective mass enhancements, as well as strong enhancements of

the thermopower, can also be induced by electron–phonon

interactions. In this category fit such effects as phonon-drag,20

the Nielsen-Taylor pseudo-phonon drag effect,21 and polaron

mass enhancements.22 Very intuitively, the enhancement of the

effective mass that accompanies electron–phonon interactions,

particularly the polaron effect, can be described as follows. When

an electron exerts a force on the neighboring atoms sufficient to

excite a phonon, it drags a mechanical displacement of the lattice

atoms away from their equilibrium positions alongside its path.

In polaron conduction, the distortion of the position of the

atoms moves alongside the electron, strongly slowing down its

group velocity dE/dk. This results in a distortion of the electron

dispersion relation and a local increase in effective mass. Such

effects are measurable in the electronic specific heat and in the

thermopower, but since we know of no example where they

resulted in an increase in zT yet, we refer the reader to a more

in-depth review23 for quantitative explanations. In general, we

expect scattering and electron–phonon interaction effects to be

more useful in thermoelectric materials designed to operate at

cryogenic temperatures, where classical electron–phonon scat-

tering is minimized. This section contained only cursory

descriptions of possible ways to enhance the DOS, in order to

provide an overall context for the next section on resonant levels.

2. Resonant levels (RL’s)

Resonant impurities have been shown to increase the thermo-

electric figure of merit of technologically important thermoelec-

tric compound semiconductors, such as are used in electrical

power generation (IV–VI compounds, such as based on PbTe) or

Peltier cooling (V2-VI3 compounds, such as based on Bi2Te3).

The two resonant impurities that enhance thermopower in these

are thallium in the valence band of PbTe24 and tin in the valence

band of Bi2Te3.
25 As outlined above, resonant impurities are

a concept introduced in solid state physics for metals first, but

they do exist in many semiconductors: older reviews were pub-

lished by Nemov26 and Volkov.27

Consider first (Fig. 2, which shows an ‘‘empty’’ conduction

band before the Fermi level is determined) the classical case of

a donor impurity in a semiconductor, such as P in Si. Phos-

phorous atoms share four electrons with the neighboring Si

atoms, leaving one extra electron that remains weakly bound to

the P. An energy ED (�a few meV, equivalent to a small thermal

excitation energy, for conventional dopants in conventional

semiconductors) is sufficient to overcome the bond between the P

atom and its 5th electron and to release that electron into the

conduction band of the host material. This is analogous to the

case of a 1s electron on the hydrogen atom in vacuum, which can

be released by the addition of one Rydberg of energy. We label

this the hydrogenoid model, and ED is an effective Rydberg R*. We

depict the energy level of this 5th electron as lying ED below the

conduction band edge and in the energy gap of the semi-

conductor. In contrast, resonant donor impurities would have

electronic energy levels for which ED is negative, with the

impurity level falling inside the conduction band and coinciding

with energies of extended states (see Fig. 2). Friedel labeled this

a ‘‘virtual bound state’’, also called a resonant state. Following

Blatt et al.,12 it is useful to think of the resonant level as a bound

level with an energy that falls above to the conduction band (CB)

edge or below the valence band (VB) edge. As this state has now

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a conduction band, a hydrogenoid

impurity, and a resonant impurity.
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the same energy as an extended state, the two will resonate to

build up two extended states of slightly different energies; these in

turn will have the same energies as other extended states with

whom they will resonate in turn, and so on. Consequently, the

resonant state develops a certain width G. Both ED and G are

essential design parameters in optimizing zT, so that they

warrant a further discussion, for which we will follow Daniel and

Friedel.28

Since impurity atoms have multiple electron energy levels,

some can be deeply bound, others weakly bound and yet others

resonant. Fig. 3 shows schematically the potentials and energies

experienced by electrons as they move over the periodically

arranged nuclei of atoms in a solid. The band structure describes

the effect of the periodic potential of the atoms of the host solid.

The Hamiltonian of an electron of the host solid unperturbed by

the impurity, H0, has eigenvalues H0|k> ¼ Ek|k> describing

electrons that reside in extended (plane-wave-like) states, at an

energy E(k) with a quantum number that is their wavevector k.

In the spatial vicinity of the impurity, there is a disturbance of the

periodic potential, on average by an amount V which is the

perturbation energy. Let us write the Hamiltonian of the

unperturbed impurity as having (atom-like) eigenvalues E0 and

atomic quantum numbers O: H0|O> ¼ E0|O>. In practice, O is

the orbital quantum number L of the impurity electron.

Depending on the parameters, E0 can correspond to either

a bound state, or to an extended state. If it is an extended state,

E0 will fall in the conduction or valence band of the host semi-

conductor, where it resonates, which means that there is an

interaction between the extended states (assumed of s-level

character) of the host and the energy level of the impurity. Daniel

and Friedel28 assume the impurity energy level to be a d-level, as

they consider cases such as Fe impurities in Au. The true

Hamiltonian H ¼ H0 + V takes into account the s-d interaction;

its eigenstates (|J>) are built of wavepackets from both the |k>

extended states of the host solid and the |O> of the impurity that

are close to it in energy. Daniel and Friedel derive:

Hjji ¼ ðH0 þ VÞjji ¼ Ejji
jji ¼ cjOi þ∭aðkÞjkid3k

(3)

and solve this. The amount of impurity-induced |O> state inside

the state |J> is given by:

jc2j ¼ j\OjV jk.j2

ðE � E0 � DÞ2þ
�

G

2

�2

G ¼ 2pj\OjV jk.j2gðEÞ

(4)

where D is an integral over the Brillouin zone of |<O|V|k>|2 and

g(E) is the DOS of the extended states of the host material. The

resonant state can accommodate the total amount of charge

initially included in the impurity. The amount of charge in the

|k> states does not change either. Therefore, the extra electrons

from the impurity have to be accommodated by the impurity-

state |O> contribution |c|2 to the coupled state given by eqn (4).

This contribution to the total g(E) is a Lorentzian function

of energy, as shown in Fig. 1, with a full width at half

maximum G.

The explanation above makes it appear as if the |J> state is

spatially concentrated near where the impurity is located, though

it is mixed with extended states |k>. This raises a conceptual

difficulty: localized (atom-like) and extended (plane-wave-like)

states cannot coexist at the same energy for a given configura-

tion.29 In liquid metals or in polaronic conductors this problem is

avoided because the atomic configurations change near the

charge carrier. In the present case the picture needs to be refined.

The refinement comes from the concept of Wigner delay time

sW,30 defined as the time spent by an electron at the resonant

center. In scattering theory, it is related to the energy-dependent

phase shift dO(E) the electron undergoes as it’s wavefunction J

interferes with the impurity by sW ¼ 2h-
vdOðEÞ
vE

, where O is the

angular momentum index. The resonance occurs when the phase

shift dO(E) changes from 0 to p over the energy interval G,

preferably small on the scale of kBT. The value of ED is the

energy where dO(ED) ¼ p/2. Because dO(E) varies rapidly with

energy in the vicinity of the resonance energy ED, the time sW

spent by the electron near the resonance center becomes long.

The limiting cases are those of the free electron for which sW ¼ 0,

and of the fully localized electron for which sW ¼ N. Long sW

values, typically for interactions involving d-levels, also gives rise

to an excess DOS near the resonance energy. The corresponding

intuitive picture is that in the mixed |J> state, the electron

spends an amount sW of its time on the impurity, where it doesn’t

conduct, and the remainder of its time in the extended states,

where it does. In this picture, conduction of heat and charge

occurs through RL’s even when the impurities are very dilute

(ppm levels) and there is no overlap between the wavefunctions

of the |J> states. When the impurities are more concentrated

(perhaps on the order of a few %), the picture changes: now an

overlap exists between neighboring |J> states so that the RL’s

can form an impurity band that conducts.

Fig. 3 Schematic energy versus distance diagram where the spheres on

the bottom represent atoms. The periodic potential of the host atoms

of the solid is experienced by conduction electrons and results in the

formation of conduction and valence bands, extended states available

to the nearly-free electrons. The resonant impurities perturb this

potential, diffusing the nearly-free electrons over that area of the

crystal, and creating a range of additional available energy levels, some

bound (deep states inside the gap, or even hyper-deep states in the next

gap below the valence band) and some at energies falling inside the

extended states, here the conduction band. The figure represents

schematically the case for In:PbTe, where the resonant states are in the

conduction band.
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Up to now, we only considered an empty band. Since ther-

moelectric materials must be doped, it is clear that the location of

the Fermi level EF vis-�a-visEDmust matter as well. The following

discussion summarizes the physical concepts necessary to exploit

resonant levels (RL’s) in thermoelectric semiconductors: five

criteria need to be met.

1) For zT to be optimal, it is necessary to design a semi-

conductor with the correct carrier density that optimizes the

power factor. Therefore the Fermi level EFmust be located at the

correct value.

2) The condition that we need to have the Fermi level close to

the central energy ED of the RL in order for it to modify trans-

port imposes a condition on the position of ED vis-�a-vis the band

edge of the host material.

3) Mahan and Sofo6 calculate that the narrower G, the higher

the zT (with the limitations due to the background DOS

explained in section (1)). In practice, experimentalists have only

a certain degree of control over the sample chemistry and defect

chemistry and thus over EF: they need a sufficient width, G� 10–

100 meV, to be able to locate EF inside the RL.

4) The RLmust conduct charge and heat. In the picture above,

this imposes a requirement on the Wigner delay time30 of the

interaction between electrons of the host and the RL, which can

be met only through the choice of the guest specie and more

particularly of the orbital quantum number of the electronic level

of that guest specie that gives rise to the resonance.

5) Mahan and Sofo6 also show that the background DOS must

be as small as possible.

Criteria (3) and (4) above are related as follows. The width G of

the RL is quite different in metals from what it is in semi-

conductors, because of the factor g(E) in the expression for G in

eqn (4). In metals, the background g(E) is filled up to EF; it is very

large and accommodates on the order of one or a few electrons

per atom. Consequently, in order to have a G sufficiently narrow

to have a measurable effect on transport properties, the value of

the matrix element |<O|V|k>|2must be small, and indeed RL’s are

observed for d-electrons; s or p electrons would result in RL’s

that are much too broad to be noticed. In contrast, in semi-

conductors, g(E) integrated up to EF accommodates only 10�4 to

10�2 electrons per atom: using d-levels will now result in

impractically narrow G values. Simultaneously, the Wigner delay

times for d-levels are long, which decreases the conductivity of

those states. In metals, where the background conductivity is

overwhelming, RL’s contribute mostly by scattering the host

electrons resonantly, a phenomenon we will describe in the

following paragraph. In semiconductors, one can hope to see

their contribution not only through scattering, but by their own

intrinsic contribution to conduction. In practice, we observe that

indeed optimal RL’s for thermoelectric applications involve

s and p levels, such as those of the group III elements in PbTe or

Sn in Bi2Te3.

Electronic band structure calculations (see section 5) can

identify the nature of the RL and of the interactions that give rise

to them, but at the present time they are not precise enough to

predict the energy values of ED, EF and G with the accuracy

necessary to optimize thermoelectric performance, nor the degree

of localization of the states. This situation is complicated by the

temperature dependence of the entire picture, which is crucial for

thermoelectric applications.

Of particular interest are RL’s in narrow-gap semiconductors.

L. A. Fal’kovskii31 pointed out, on a theoretical basis, that

resonant levels are likely to exist in very narrow-gap semi-

conductors, particularly those with a strongly non-parabolic

dispersion relation. The rudimentary and obvious argument is

that the narrower the gap, the higher the probability that an

impurity level will coincide with a band. The real argument is

more subtle: electrons in very narrow-gap semiconductors and

semimetals typically have very small effective masses, and thus

long de Broglie wavelengths compared to the interatomic

distances. The longer the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons

in the bands of the host solid, the more they hybridize with the

wavefunctions of extra electrons on impurities, and the more

likely we are to find RL’s that behave more like extended states.

One last concept that will be mentioned here is that of Fermi

level pinning: when a doping impurity has an ED in the band, but

has a mixed |J> state that is more localized, electrons in that

state do not contribute to the Hall effect measurements that are

used to measure the free carrier concentration n. The result is

then that the relation between n and the concentration of the

impurity atoms saturates, and the Fermi energy EF in essence

becomes pinned to ED. Since in this case, the charge carriers do

also not contribute to electrical conduction or thermopower, the

observation of Fermi level pinning is not usually conducive to

improve the thermopower. A more detailed discussion of impu-

rity band conduction and Fermi level pinning will follow in the

section 5 where we will contrast the cases of thallium and tita-

nium resonant impurities in PbTe.

3. Thermopower enhancements

3.1 Theory

The influence of resonant levels on the thermoelectric transport

properties arises from two effects:

(i) the excess density of states (DOS) itself at the energy cor-

responding to the resonant level, and

(ii) the fact that the resonant state diffuses conduction elec-

trons in a way that is extremely sensitive to their energy, and

effect known as ‘‘resonant scattering’’.

The first effect is a band structure property that is no more

temperature-dependent than the band structure itself, with

a minor effect due to temperature-dependence of the chemical

potential as a result of T-dependence on the Fermi–Dirac (F-D)

distribution. Therefore it becomes the dominant mechanism

increasing the thermopower at and above room temperature.

The second effect was first identified in metals32 where the effect

of the DOS is negligible because the resonant levels create only

a very small excess DOS compared to the large background DOS

of the extended states. Resonant scattering theory was later

applied to semiconductors,26 and has been reviewed by Ravich.33

In this section, we offer first a simple phenomenological theory

for both effects, and then suggest that magnetic fields can be used

to separate their influences experimentally.

The phenomenological model is based on the Mott equation34

that relates the thermopower S to the energy-dependent ‘‘Mott’’

conductivity sE(E). In crystalline solids, both the energy-

dependent ‘‘Mott’’-conductivity s4E ðEÞ and the total electrical

conductivity s4 are tensors; defining each component (m,n) of the
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conductivity tensor as sm,n, that component is related to the same

component of the ‘‘Mott’’ conductivity by:

sm;v ¼
ð

N

0

sE;m;vðEÞ
�

� vf

vE

�

dE (5)

where f is the F-D distribution function and E ¼ 0 is defined at

the band edge. The general form for the Mott relation is

S ¼ kB

q

1

sm;v

ð

N

0

sE;m;vðEÞ
�

E � EF

kBT

��

� vf

vE

�

dE (6)

which we represent as a scalar, thereby assuming that the Fermi

surfaces maintain their shape as the energy is changed. Such

a result is consistent with the fact that the thermopower is closely

related to the entropy of the electron divided by its charge,

although that concept is strictly only applicable in reversible

thermodynamics (excluding heat transport). Eqn (6) is only

applicable to a solid in which the Fermi surface consists of

a single pocket (the ‘‘single-band case’’); a more general tensorial

formulation of eqn (6) can be written to describe the thermo-

power of solids in which the Fermi surface contains more than

one pocket. Indeed, the overall thermopower of an anisotropic

solid with several pockets in its Fermi surface is a tensor, because

it is the average of the partial thermopowers of each pocket

weighted by the partial conductivities, which are tensors. A

Bethe-Sommerfeld expansion of eqn (6) valid for degenerate

statistics and the single-band case yields an approximate

formula:35

S ¼ p2

3

kB

q
ðkBTÞ

	

1

nðEÞ
dnðEÞ
dE

þ 1

mðEÞ
dmðEÞ
dE




¼ p2

3

kB

q
ðkBTÞ

	

gðEÞ
nðEÞ þ

1

mE

dmðEÞ
dE




(7)

where m is the mobility (or mobility tensor element mm,n). This

yields acceptable results in circumstances of practical impor-

tance: for PbTe or Bi2Te3 doped to about 1019cm�3 carriers and

temperatures at or below 700 K, its accuracy is only about 30%;36

an improved Bethe-Sommerfeld expansion that includes second-

order corrections and a low-energy cutoff at the band edge

(neglected in (5-7)) is36:

where

s0

s
¼ gðEÞ

nðEÞ þ
1

mðEÞ
dmðEÞ
dE

(8b)

Eqn (7) or (8) can be viewed as consisting of two terms that

correspond exactly to those outlined in the beginning of this

paragraph:

(i) g(E)/n(E), which is the density-of-states (DOS) term

(ii) (1/m)(dm/dE), which is the scattering term.

The presence of resonant levels will affect both terms of eqn (7)

or (8). The contribution of a hump in the DOS as shown in

Fig. 1(b) on (i) is obvious, and remains in effect as long as the RL

modifies the original band structure rather than develop a sepa-

rate band. The contribution of that hump on (ii) is known as

resonant scattering, and requires a longer explanation that is

given below. When resonant impurities are added to a solid, the

band structure deviates from that of the host solid. If the

distortion is relatively slight, as it is in the case of metals, g/n in

eqn (7) is small, and the resonant impurities act mostly through

the 1/m(dm/dE) term and resonant scattering. In semiconductors

like Tl:PbTe24 and Bi2Te3:Sn,
25 the g/n term is important because

the background density of states and its integral over energy, n

(E), is much smaller than in metals.

The energy dependent relaxation time in the presence of

resonant scattering was described by Ravich33 with a formula

inspired from the Lorentzian broadening of the RL (4):

srðEÞ ¼ s0

 

1þ
�

E � ED

G=2

�2
!

(9)

where G is the resonant level width, ED is the resonant impurity

band center and s0 is the minimum value of sr(E) reached at ED.

Background electron scattering mechanisms, such as acoustic

phonon scattering, remain in effect: assign them a relaxation time

sa. Assuming that resonant scattering works independently from

these background mechanisms, the total relaxation time can be

obtained from adding the scattering frequencies (Matthiesen’s

rule):

1

sðEÞ ¼
1

srðEÞ
þ 1

saðEÞ
(10)

If the strongly energy-dependent behavior of eqn (9) carries

through eqn (10), i.e. if phonon scattering is not dominant, this

provides an effective energy-filtering mechanism that affects the

thermopower; hence the label ‘‘resonant scattering’’. However, at

high temperatures where sa < sr the effect of resonant scattering

disappears.

A didactic qualitative example of the relative effects of the two

terms on S in a semiconductor is presented next and in Fig. 4. For

clarity, both terms in (8) are treated separately in the top panels,

although both of course work simultaneously, and the resulting

thermopowers are compared in the bottom panel. In this

example, which is based on PbTe, the Kane band model37 with

a DOS-effective mass m* ¼ 0.17 me and a band gap Eg ¼ 0.32 eV

is used for the host semiconductor. DOS values g(E) are derived

from the mass and converted in units of states/eV/primitive cell

using the PbTe lattice constant. Note that we do not model the

real case of Tl:PbTe, which is the object of section 5 later, but

a model system in which the resonant level is represented by the

normalized Lorentz function:

S ¼ kB

q

p2

3

�

s0

s
kBT

��

1� 1

4

"

2
EF

kBT
þ
�

EF

kBT

�2
#

exp

�

� EF

kBT

��

þ ðln 2Þ
�

2þ EF

kBT

�

exp

�

� EF

kBT

�

1þ
�

s0

s
kBT

�

ðln 2Þ
�

2þ EF

kBT

�

exp

�

� EF

kBT

� (8a)
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LðEÞ ¼ 1

p

1
2
G

ðE � EDÞ2 þ
�

1
2
G

�2
with

ð

N

�N

LðEÞ ¼ 1 (11)

centered and maximum at ED ¼ 150 meV, and with a width G ¼
40 meV. The Lorentz function is multiplied by 0.02, so it can

represent a DOS peak accommodating 2 electrons at an impurity

concentration of 1%, and this is added to the background DOS,

resulting in total DOS shown in Fig. 4(a). The background sa is

assumed to be acoustic phonon scattering, again with the values

corresponding to those in PbTe at 300 K,38 and an energy

dependence sa f E�1/2. For the resonant scattering term, we use

eqn (9) with two realistic values for the parameter s0, 10
�12 and

10�13 s. The relaxation time is then calculated from eqn (9)

and (10). The thermopower S(T ¼ 300 K) shown in Fig. 4(c) and

4(d) is then calculated from eqn (8), with the mobility approxi-

mated using an energy-independent effective mass leading to

d ln(m)/dE¼ d ln(s)/dE. The thermopower due to the background

DOS with acoustic phonon scattering and without it (assuming s

is energy-independent) is contrasted in Fig. 4(c) to the very large

effect of the distortion in the DOS due to the resonant level. The

distortion in the DOS creates a broad and high maximum in S

centered around ED and with a width of order�1.5 G, that puts S

much above the reference value. Fig. 4(d) shows the effect of

resonant scattering, illustrating how, when sa < sr, the effect of

resonant scattering disappears. For the values used in our

example, the effect is less pronounced than that of DOS distor-

tion. In the example the maximum in S can be made larger only if

unrealistically lower values for the resonant scattering relaxation

times are used: for Tl:PbTe at 300 K, values of s0 < 10�14 to 10�15

s would be needed to reach 150 mV K�1, orders of magnitude

lower than the value around 10�13 s which is compatible with the

mobility observed.24 Contrasting with the 300 K case discussed

here, in the cryogenic temperature range where the phonon

relaxation time is much longer, resonant scattering should be

observed to increase the thermopower. The DOS effect, being

less temperature dependent, enhances S over a broad tempera-

ture range.

To summarize, Fig. 4(e) is a calculated Pisarenko plot

comparing S as a function of carrier concentration. Here we

assumed that the DOS distortion contributes to the carrier

concentration even in the case where we calculate the effect of

resonant scattering. This comparison shows that the DOS

distortion results in a favorable S enhancement over a broad

concentration range. For comparison, we show in Fig. 5 the

experimental results of the Pisarenko relation for Tl:PbTe pub-

lished in ref. 24 which are quite similar to even this simple

calculation and will be much better modeled in section 5. Indeed,

it is worth noting that the different assumed shapes of the RL

g(E) peak can lead to different S(E) and S(n) functions. Lor-

entzian peaks in g(E) give the thermopower maximized over

some energy and carrier concentration ranges but broader and

less peaked g(E) functions can lead to an enhanced but slowly

decreasing S(n) function, as it is presented for the Tl:PbTe case in

sections 4.7 and 5.

Obtaining the proper g(E) for the DOS-distortion term (the g/n

term in eqn (8)) to enhance S in real semiconductors is subtle: the

model above assumed charge carriers to be in a single band. This

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the effect of a density of states (DOS)

distortion, and of the effect of resonant scattering on the thermopower at

300K. See text for details. (a) BackgroundDOS (orange) and total DOS after

Lorentziandistortionadded(black), in followingcalculations it is assumedthat

the total DOS comes from a single, distorted band. (b) Relaxation time due to

scatteringof electronsbyacousticphonons (blue), resonantscatteringwiths0¼
10�12 s (brown) and s0 ¼ 10�13 s (red) and total time for those cases, (c) Ther-

mopower at 300K for the backgroundDOS (orange), backgroundDOSwith

acoustic phonon scattering (blue) and distorted DOS with acoustic phonon

scattering (black). (d) Thermopower at 300 K for the background DOS with

acoustic phonon scattering (blue) and its modifications due to resonant scat-

tering with s0 ¼ 10�13 s (red) and s0 ¼ 10�12 s (green). (e) Comparision of the

thermopower at 300 K as a function of carrier concentration for: background

DOSwith acoustic phonon scattering (blue) and itsmodifications by resonant

scattering or DOS distortion effects. In all cases DOS distortion gives the

highest increase in S over the broad energy and carrier concentration range.
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implies that to be effective, the DOS peak must properly

hybridize with the background states. Consistently with the

discussion in section 2, the DOS peak must originate in extended

states that conduct heat and electricity, most likely to be impurity

states of s or p-like character, and not from localized impurity

states that often occur when 3d-levels of transition metals are

involved. The situation is different when the narrow and high

DOS peak creates its own narrow impurity band in the same

energy range where a background DOS exists. In the absence of

hybridization, the thermopower from such a two band system is

S ¼ Sr sr þ Sbsb

sr þ sb

(12)

where index the subscript ‘‘b’’ refers to the background band and

‘‘r’’ to the resonant level. Narrow impurity bands are likely to

have sr � sb and the weighted average then gives S z Sb. The

overall conclusion is that an optimal resonant impurity should

have as narrow as possible a density of states, (the Mahan and

Sofo6 criterion) but hybridize with the band structure of the host

semiconductor. The s or p-states of impurity atoms are therefore

more likely to be most beneficial, even though they are much less

likely to create larger DOS distortions than d-states. For

completion, we wish to remind the reader of the discussion in

section 2 on the Wigner delay time. The distinction between

localized, ‘‘atom-like’’ states more associated with d-states of

impurity atoms, and delocalized ‘‘plane-wave’’ like states more

associated with s or p-states, is not black and white but quanti-

tative. Modeling results on Tl:PbTe and Ti:PbTe in section 4.9

will illustrate the point.

The resonant scattering mechanism for enhancing S is not

subject to the hybridization condition, since more localized levels

still can affect the scattering of background conduction electrons.

Indeed, we show in the next section that resonant scattering was

observed in 3d-elements doped semiconductors like HgSe:Fe.39

Thermopower enhancements in dilute metallic Kondo systems,

such as Au:Fe thermocouple wire, is well established.12

3.2 Experimental techniques

Thermomagnetic phenomena are useful to separate experimen-

tally the contributions from band structure effects from those of

scattering effects in the thermopower. Two different experi-

mental techniques can be used: low-field transverse Nernst-

Ettingshausen measurements, or high-field measurements of the

thermopower. The scale of the magnetic field is set by the

mobility m of the sample: a magnetic field is defined as low when

the dimensionless product m B < 1 and high when m B > 1.

The high-field limit of the thermoelectric power,

SN ¼ limB/N[S(B)], is independent of the scattering mecha-

nism.40 Very schematically, since the product of the cyclotron

frequency uc and the relaxation time s is also uc s ¼ m B, one can

imagine that if this quantity is greater than one (uc s [ 1), the

carriers move in essence on several cyclotron orbits before they

undergo a collision, and their thermopower is almost unaffected

by scattering (note that this image cannot be extended to the

magnetoresistance, which obviously must remain finite). There-

fore, while both scattering and DOS contribute to S at zero field

(eqn (7)), the high-field thermopower has only the contribution

of the first term g/n, and the effects of the DOS and of resonant

scattering can be separated experimentally.

In the low-field limit, and assuming that there is only one type

of carrier present in the solid, a technique can be applied that we

labeled the ‘‘method of the four coefficients’’.41,42 In this method,

four electronic transport properties are measured on each sample

at each temperature–in most cases the thermal conductivity is

a fifth transport property measured, but, because it has a phonon

contribution, it cannot be used independently here. The four are

the electrical resistivity r, the thermopower S, the Hall coefficient

RH and the isothermal transverse Nernst-Ettingshausen coeffi-

cient N. The latter two properties are measured in low magnetic

fields. If the material is isotropic, for instance in crystals with

a cubic structure, the measurements can be carried out on either

polycrystals or single crystals; if the material is anisotropic, for

instance rhombohedral Bi2Te3, the measurements are easier to

interpret when made along principal axes, such as with the

current and voltages in the trigonal plane and the magnetic field

along the trigonal axis of Bi2Te3. In the method of the four

coefficients, it is further assumed that the relaxation time has an

energy dependence that is a power law:

s(E) ¼ s0E
l (13)

where l, the scattering exponent, is indicative of the dominant

mechanism that scatters electrons. For scattering of electrons on

acoustic phonons, l¼�1/2; on grain boundaries or macroscopic

uncharged defects, l ¼ 0; and on ionized impurities, such as

ionized donor or acceptor impurity atoms, l ¼ 3/2. If there is

only one type of carrier in the solid, either in one single pocket of

the Fermi surface, or in several exactly degenerate pockets, then

the properties of such electrons are completely determined by

four parameters: the electron or hole concentration n, the elec-

tron mobility m, the scattering exponent l, and either the Fermi

energy EF or the DOS g(EF) or, if the band is assumed to have

a known dispersion relation like a parabola or a Dirac disper-

sion, the density-of-states effective mass mDOS
*. In such calcu-

lation, g and mDOS
* are uniquely related, and n, g and EF are as

well, so they amount to only one unknown. Therefore, at each

temperature, one can exactly solve the 4 measured quantities

(r, S, RH, N) for the four electronic parameters (n, m,l,mDOS
*). If

an increase in S related to the presence of an RL is due to the

Fig. 5 The Pisarenko relation (thermopower versus carrier concentra-

tion) between the thermopower S and the hole concentration n in p-type

PbTe at 300 K (full line). The points are data for Tl-doped PbTe.
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DOS effect (g/n in Eqn (17)), this is revealed by an increase in

mDOS
* over its value in the host solid; if it is due to resonant

scattering (dm/dE in eqn (7)), a strong increase in l is expected.

4. Review of the resonant impurity levels in

semiconductors

In principle, resonant levels should exist in all semiconductors;

here we review those in bulk III–V, II–VI, IV–VI and V2-VI3
compound semiconductors. Many more examples exist of

impurity levels that create a DOS peak of mostly localized nature

at an energy that coincides with a band of the host material than

of those RLs that increase S(n); much recent work seems to

indicate that Cd,43 Sb44 and Ti45 belong to the former class in

PbTe. For completeness, we mention two special cases first that

will not be discussed in detail: size-quantized structures like

quantum wells or superlattices, and semimetals.

Size-quantization can affect the existence of RLs, because in

a size-quantized structure, the ED of an impurity does depend on

the width of a quantum well or wire. Impurities like Si in GaAs,

that are hydrogen-like in bulk material, can become resonant in

size-quantized structures.46 The descriptions that follow in the

following paragraphs are strictly limited to bulk semiconductors.

Secondly, the case of semimetals is rather special. At first sight,

all electrically active dopants should be resonant impurities in

zero-gap semiconductors and in semimetals, since these have

a band overlap or a negative band gap. Fal’kovskii’s31 argument

(section 2) is also particularly applicable to semimetals like Bi

and graphite, in which electrons have extremely small effective

masses. Yet no RLs have been identified to date that significantly

increase S(n) in the group V semimetals. While a strange

temperature-dependence of acceptor doping efficiencies in the

semimetal Bi has been observed,47 to date there is no published

in-depth and systematic experimental study of RL’s in semi-

metals. Semimetals have both electrons and holes, whose partial

thermopowers are of opposite sign and counteract each-other,

making them poor thermoelectric materials. It is, however,

conceivable that if RL’s were discovered in semimetals like Bi or

Sb, they could dominate conduction sufficiently to overcome this

fundamental limitation.

4.1 III–V compounds

Reviews of calculations of impurity levels in III–V compounds

have been published by Bassani et al.48 and by Iadonisi and

Zuchelli.49 The chalcogens S, Se, and Te are mentioned as

potential resonant donors in the heavy III–V compounds InAs

and InSb. Experimentally, Se has been observed to give an

energy level inside the conduction band of GaSb.50,51 The

conduction band of GaSb consists of a minimum at the G-point

of the Brillouin zone, with a second minimum at the L-points

(like the minima in Ge or PbTe) about 150 meV higher than the

G - point minimum at 77 K (see Fig. 6). It gives a hydrogen-like

level with respect to the L-point minima with a binding energy

R* � 80 meV below the L-point minimum. This puts the Se level

about 70 meV above the G - point minimum, and so there is no

real ionization energy since the electron can escape the Se level

and reach the G - point minimum with just a phonon to satisfy

the momentum conservation condition. Physically, in the vicinity

of the Se atom, two non-degenerate orbital ground states are

available to the ‘‘extra’’ non-bonding electron. However, the

effective mass of the delocalized electrons at the G - point

minimum is very small (m* � 0.04 me), which results in a large

Bohr radius and de Broglie wavelength. The wavefunctions of

the neighboring Se impurities will overlap with those of the

electrons at the G - point minimum, and Se forms a resonant

level. This is much less the case with respect to the high-mass

(mDOS
* � 0.7 me) electrons in the extended states at L-point,

where the picture is more ‘‘atom-like’’. This illustrates Fal’kov-

skii’s31 argument in GaSb, but with the difference that here

a (presumably phonon-mediated) transfer of momentum from

the G - point to the L-point is necessary.

Interesting possibilities concern isoelectronic impurities in

III–V compounds. A resonant state has been identified in GaAs

with Al as an impurity using Hall effect. This state lies 205meV

above the G edge in at x ¼ 0.29. For x > 0.29, the same state

appears in the band gap as a deep level and a reduction of the

mobility is observed due to resonant scattering.52 On the pnictide

site, Sb in GaAs53 might act as a resonant impurity. To the

knowledge of the authors, no enhancement of the thermopower

over the Pisarenko relation has yet been reported in III–V

semiconductors.

4.2 II–VI compounds

Tsidil’kovskiĭ54 reviewed the resonant donor states induced by

transition metal elements in II–VI compounds from ZnS to

HgTe. Particularly interesting are the zero-gap compounds, like

Hg1-xCdxSe for x ¼ 0.14, because they correspond to Falkov-

skii’s31calculations. A schematic summary55 of the position of the

energy levels of transition metals Sc through Ni, and Cu, in

charged states +1 and +2 with respect to the conduction and

valence band edges of several II–VI compounds is shown in

Fig. 7, which illustrates that many impurities fall in the bands.

The transition metals are on the Zn, Cd or Hg site. The energies

in the ordinate axis have been adjusted so that the conduction

band edge roughly corresponds to the calculated electron

Fig. 6 Schematic dispersion relation for GaSb at 77 K, showing the

position of the energy level of Se donors.
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affinity56 (�0.2 eV), but the latter depend on the presence of

surface charges.

Impurities displaying Fermi-level pinning effects are Fe and Cr

in HgSe, although the data for Cr are less elegant than for Fe.54

The main observation in the Fe in HgSe system is that the

concentration of free electrons, n, increases with increasing the

iron concentration NFe, until n � 4.5 � 1018cm�3; above that

concentration labeled NFe
CRIT, adding Fe has no effect. The

model is that Fe forms a resonant level about 210 meV above the

conduction band edge (a similar model will be illustrated

graphically for Ti:PbTe in Fig. 8, section 4.3). Since Fe substi-

tutes for Hg, its ‘‘neutral’’ valence is Fe2+, Fe3+ acts as a donor.

For NFe < NFe
CRIT, iron goes in as Fe3+ + 1e�. When NFe >

NFe
CRIT, any NFe in excess of NFe

CRIT goes in as Fe2+. The values

for the respective critical charge carrier concentrations seem to be

NFe
CRIT
z 5 � 1018cm�3 for iron and NCr

CRIT
z3 � 1018cm�3 for

chromium. It is interesting to follow the Fe resonant level in the

Hg1-xCdxSe system, in which the conduction and light valence

bands close as a function of increasing x, to reach zero for x ¼
0.14, and then open up again for x > 0.14. It appears that the Fe

level is pinned at a constant energy above the level of the heavy

valence band. The thermopower of HgSe:Fe shows a strong

enhancement at T < 10 K, compared to similar Co-doped

samples.57 This might be attributable to resonant scattering, but

the data are new and the proof is not yet conclusive. Dietl58 has

also pointed out the possibility that strong electron-electron

interactions may open a gap in this system.

4.3 Rocksalt IV–VI compounds

Alloys of the group IV–VI compound are semiconductors and

crystallize in the rocksalt structure. They are the mainstay of

thermoelectric technology aimed at operating near 500 �C, where
combustion processes typically provide the heat. The binary

semiconductors in this class are PbTe, PbSe, PbS, SnTe andGeTe

in its high temperature phase. High zT materials based on them

are PbTe59(both p-type60 and n-type61), PbTe1-xSex,
62 PbTe1-xSx,

63

Pb1-xSnxTe,
64 Pb1-xSnxTe-PbS,

63 PbTe + AgSbTe2 (LAST),65

SnTe + AgSbTe2
66 and GeTe + AgSbTe2 (TAGS).67 Divalent

metalM2+ substitutions (Ms group IV element) on the Pb site in

Pb1-xMxTe and Pb1-xMxSe alloys were studied with M ¼ Eu,68

Ba69 and Sr.69,70 Here the substitutions result in large increases of

the energy gap of the material, but not in charge transfers, so that

Eu and Sr cannot be labeled as dopants. Pb1-xSrxTe has recently

been revealed to be a very good n-type thermoelectric alloy.71 Sm

is also reported to behave as a divalent impurity in mono-

tellurides.72 Pb1-xMnxTe,
73 Ge1-x MnxTe,

74 Pb1-xMnxSe
75 and

quaternary IV1-x-Mnx-VI alloys all exist. Mn being mostly diva-

lent, it is supposed to be electrically inactive–early reports exist

that it acts as a donor. The Mn alloys have been extensively

studied for their magnetic properties, and discussing them falls

outside the scope of this review. Dopants of IV–VI compounds,

i.e. atoms that transfer charge to the semiconductor lattice, fall in

five main classes:

(a) Off-stoichiometric compositions: an excess of chalcogen

creates vacancies on the metal site and dopes the material p-type.

Some of the IV–VI compounds can also be doped n-type with an

excess of metal while others, like SnTe, cannot due to the fact

that Sn vacancies dominate the defect chemistry.

(b) Classical extrinsic donor and acceptor impurities: Classical

donor impurities are halogen atoms (Cl, Br and I) substituting

for the chalcogens without producing any resonant levels. Clas-

sical acceptor impurities are the alkali (Li, Na) atoms substituted

for the group IV metals; none are reported to be resonant levels

either. The behavior of pnictogens in IV–VI compounds is more

differentiated. Bi on the group IV site is a simple donor. Sb is

amphoteric in PbTe:44 when on the Pb site it is a simple donor,

but it can be forced to go on the Te site, where it becomes an

acceptor. This was theoretically suggested to be a resonant level,

but experimentally no increase in thermopower was observed.44

Fig. 7 Energy levels of transition metal impurities (atomic number is the

abscissa axis) as donors in their 2+ charged state, and as acceptors in their

1+ charge stated, with respect to the conduction and valence band edges

of several II–VI compound semiconductors (adapted from ref. 55). The

abscissa has no significance for the semiconductors.

Fig. 8 Illustration of Fermi level pinning in Ti:PbTe. The figure shows

the electron concentration at 300 K as measured by Hall effect, plotted as

a function of the Ti-cell temperature. Since the vapor pressure of Ti is an

exponential function of the cell temperature, the abscissa axis is equiva-

lent to the logarithm of NTi (the density of Ti atoms in the film).

The electron concentration rises proportionally to NTi until it reaches

1 � 1019 cm�3, after which it remains constant. The insert shows the band

structure model, depicting the donor state as being Ti4+, although it is not

known yet if it is Ti4+ or Ti3+. (Reprinted figure with permission from ref.

45, ª 2011 by the American Physical Society).
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(c)Dopants and dilute alloys with transition metals: in PbTe, Cr,

Fe, Co, Ni, Ti, and Ta are reported to be donors.37 Titanium is

a resonant donor45 with a level in the conduction band. It does

give rise to the Fermi level pinning effect,45 as is illustrated for

samples grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in Fig. 8,

which shows the carrier concentration as a function of oven cell

temperature. Because the vapor pressure in the Ti flux, and thus

the incorporation rate of Ti in the film, varies exponentially with

cell temperature, Fig. 8 is equivalent to a log-log plot of n versus

NTi. The electron concentration measured by Hall effect, n, is

proportional to NTi up to a critical value NTi
CRIT, as was the case

for Fe in HgSe, which corresponds to n z 1 � 1019 cm�3. A

schematic diagram is inserted in Fig. 8: as long as EF < ED, Ti, Ti

substitutes for Pb as either Ti3+ or Ti4+ and acts as a donor. Any

additional Ti atoms substitute for Pb as Ti2+ and are inactive,

thus pinning the Fermi level. The increase in n as the cell

temperature exceeds 1450 �C is attributed to the formation of an

impurity band. In the constant-n regime of Fig. 8, the electrons in

the RL level are expected to be localized and do not contribute to

the Hall effect. Ipso facto, they also do not contribute to the

thermopower and no increase in thermopower over the Pisar-

enko plot is observed.45,76 Preliminary calculations on Ti:PbTe

are reviewed in section 5.

Iron is also a donor, and has the interesting property of

resonantly scattering phonons.77 Cr in PbTe appears to be in

a Cr2+/Cr3+ charged state,78 where the trivalent state acts as

a donor and might display Fermi level pinning. No investigation

of the thermoelectric properties of Cr-doped PbTe is yet pub-

lished, because this is not a promising system as the Cr level is

known to move out of the conduction band and into the gap as

the temperature is increased just about 300 K.79 Ravich37 reports

Zn and interstitial Cu to be donors. Cd was expected to have an

excess DOS that could result in a large thermopower,80 but again

no enhancement in thermopower was observed.43 Ag is ampho-

teric in PbTe, acting as an acceptor up to about 1019cm�3, and as

a donor above that concentration.81

(d) Rare-earths and actinides: The properties of dilute alloys of

IV–VI compound semiconductors with rare-earth or actinide

atoms substituted for the group IV elements are reviewed in

section 4.4.

(e) Group III elements: they are often deep and resonant levels

in the IV–VI compounds, and will be discussed in detail here-

under in sections 4.5–4.8, with band structure model data in

section 5.

4.4 Dilute rare-earth and actinide alloys of IV–VI

semiconductors

As outlined in the introduction, it is unlikely that the f-levels of

rare earth and actinide atoms are involved in the transport

properties of the IV–VI compounds, yet their influence has been

extensively studied and is reviewed here. In general, the rare-

earth and actinide atoms that are mostly trivalent are often

donors; those that tend to be divalent, like Eu, tend to open

the gap.

Most trivalent rare-earth atoms on the Pb site of PbTe act as

donors. Lanthanum is a successful but apparently conventional

donor in PbTe,82 where it has been used in high-zT n-type PbTe

containing Ag2Te inclusions. There are data on Ho, Dy, Er83 and

Gd;84 no anomaly in the data which would be indicative of an

electrical activity from the 4f-levels is observed. Gd was reported

to be a resonant acceptor in SnTe, with Gd2+/3+ purported to

create an energy level about ED � 200 meV below the top of the

valence band,85 but because this corresponds to a hole concen-

tration in the mid-1020cm�3 it may be of limited use in thermo-

electricity. Uranium in Pb1-xUxTe alloys
86 is a donor.

Divalent Eu is electrically inactive, but opens the gap of all IV–

VI compounds in which it has been alloyed. Examples include

Sn1-xEuxTe,
87 Pb1-xEuxTe

68,88 and Pb1-xEuxSe, with the selenide

case treated in more detail below. The case of Yb in PbTe is more

complicated,89 as it acts partially as a donor but also, like Eu,

increases the band gap.

A systematic study of magnetization and transport of dilute

Pb1-xCexSe, Pb1-xPrxSe, Pb1-xNdxSe, Pb1-xEuxSe, Pb1-xGdxSe,

and Pb1-xYbxSe alloys was published by Jovovic et al.90 The Eu-

containing sample in that study was the only p-type sample; Ce,

Pr, Nd, and Gd are donors, though they display varying doping

efficiencies, which is defined as the concentration of extrinsic

electrons determined by Hall measurements divided by the

concentration of rare-earth atoms per unit volume. We

summarize in Fig. 9(a) the doping efficiency of the different rare-

earth atoms as they are substituted for Pb.

Pb1-xCexSe displays a non-Curie–Weiss (C-W) behavior,

indicating that the Ce3+ atoms undergo the effect of a cubic

crystal field, with a crystal field splitting energy of 360 K.91 At

higher temperatures a tendency toward a C-W behavior with

a strongly antiferromagnetic C-W temperature is reported. Ce

acts like an almost-monovalent donor.

Pb1-xPrxSe shows a C-W behavior, also with a high antifer-

romagnetic C-W temperature; the sample was not uniform and

the Pr concentration not very reliable; this may account for the

Fig. 9 Rare-earth doping of PbSe: a) doping efficiency versus atomic

number, b) Pisarenko plot of the thermopower |S| versus the log of the

carrier concentration n at 300 K. The behavior of Eu stands out: as

a divalent atom substituted for Pb2+, it is not a dopant.
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low doping efficiency. The reported mobilities may also reflect

the presence of a second phase.

Pb1-xNdxSe gave pure C-W behavior, and Nd is again

a slightly less-than-monovalent donor. The mobility of Nd-

doped samples is reduced mostly by ionized impurity scattering,

and alloy or magnetic scattering are not needed to interpret the

observed values; Nd appears to be an excellent donor for PbSe,

much like La is for PbTe.

Eu being divalent, it is not a dopant when substituted to Pb but

it opens the gap of Pb1-xEuxSe alloys92,93 following Eg(x) ¼ Eg

(PbSe) + 2.16 x (x < 0.07). The mobility in Pb1-xEuxSe and

telluride decreases dramatically with x.94 Pb1-xEuxSe has a pure

C-W behavior90 with a low Curie–Weiss temperature as expected

for Eu2+ atoms.

Pb1-xGdxSe gave pure C-W behavior. Gd is usually found in

IV–VI semiconductors in its 3+ charge state. There exists,

however, experimental evidence that the 5d1 orbital of Gd can be

occupied in SnGdTe and PbSnGdTe crystals forming a state

resonant with either a valence band (SnGdTe) or a conduction

band (PbGdTe).95 The doping efficiency of Gd is lower than that

of Nd or Ce, possibly an indication of the onset of mixed-valence

behavior. As with Nd, the mobility reduction is explained by an

increased electron concentration.

Pb1-xYbxSe has a less clear C-W-like behavior, leading to an

uncertain determination of the Yb concentrations in the study,90

but not so low as to impede the conclusion that the doping

efficiency of Yb is much lower than that of Ce or Nd. Adding to

that observation the fact that YbSe has a lattice constant that is

not aligned with the other trivalent rare-earths, the authors

conclude that Yb likely has mixed-valence behavior in

Pb1-xYbxSe. In IV–VI semiconductors Yb is observed in both

3+ (4f13, paramagnetic) and 2+ (4f14, diamagnetic) configuration

with a resonant donor state formed e.g. in PbTe and PbGeTe.96

The mobility is more reduced than expected from ionized

impurity scattering alone, perhaps due to the effect of alloy

scattering and the presence of electrically neutral Yb2+ ions.

Fig. 9(b) shows a Pisarenko plot at 300 K for all samples, most

of which (not Eu) are n-type. The full line is calculated with the

DOS effective mass of 0.23me
97 for PbSe, and is valid for both CB

and VB. The experimental data point for pure p-type PbSe falls

on that line; the data points for the rare-earth alloys generally

exceed the line, due to a slight increase in effective mass. Inter-

estingly, the data point for Pb1-xEuxSe also falls on the line,

which suggests that it has a mass similar to that of PbSe, and in

strong contrast to the case of Pb1-xEuxTe where the mass

increases with x: this is discussed in the original paper.90

Pb1-xNdxSe stands out, and has a heavier electron mass than

PbSe. With that exception, it appears that the rare-earth donors

have little influence on the band structure of PbSe.

4.5 Group III deep impurities in IV–VI semiconductors

Rosenberg and Wald98 first studied the electrical properties of

Pb1-xInxTe in 1965, and found that In added electrons to the

system, but far fewer than 1 electron per impurity atom, which

gave the first indications of Fermi level pinning. This was clearly

observed in 1971,99 when the anomalous temperature depen-

dence of the Hall coefficient was also identified. These studies

were extended to In-doped Pb1-xSnxTe.
100 Persistent

photoconductivity effects were observed by the Moscow State

University group,101 and the suspicion arose that a cubic-

rhombohedral phase transition similar to that in GeTe at 700 K

might occur in In-doped PbSnTe at low temperature. Soon

thereafter the work was extended to the other group III

elements, Tl and Ga. Several of these group III elements were

recognized as being resonant impurities, by the observation and

calculation of resonant scattering at low temperature.102 Excel-

lent reviews are given by the Moscow State27and St Peters-

burg103 groups. It is only recently24 that it was recognized that

not only resonant scattering (the term d lnm/dE in eqn (7)), but

also the DOS effect itself (the term g/n in eqn (7)) can contribute

to S in these systems, a contribution that persists to room

temperature and above. Several specific systems such as Tl:

PbTe, Tl:PbTe1-xSx, Tl:PbTe1-x-Sex and In:Pb1-xSnxTe will be

treated in detail in further sections. In this section, we give

a summary of the published experimental data in the binary

rocksalt IV–VI compounds, we have the following values

for ED:

a) In PbTe, Tl forms a energy level right at the edge of the

upper valence band,104 though the older literature cites a large

variation for the position of this level, and there seems to be

a dependence of ED on Tl concentration, this will be discussed

in detail in a separate section. The excess DOS leads to

superconductivity and Kondo-like transport properties.105,106

Indium gives ED � 90 meV into the conduction band at

T ¼ 0 K. Ga appears to display two different levels depending

on the Ga concentration and the preparation method.27 Al is

calculated to create an RL near the conduction band edge,107

but early experimental investigations in the author’s group did

not find it.

b) In PbSe, Tl displays Fermi level pinning at a hole concen-

tration of 1 � 1020cm�3.108 In early work, In appeared to behave

more like a conventional donor in PbSe98 than in PbTe, but it was

later reported that the In level in PbSe may simply lie consider-

ably deeper into the conduction band than in PbTe, with

ED � 300 meV109 at 77 K.

c) In PbS and ternary alloys of sulfides and the heavier chal-

cogens it becomes difficult to follow the Tl level. As the direct L-

point gap opens with sulfur concentration, the distance between

the light valence band maximum at L-points and the heavy

valence band maximum at S-points decreases, so that at a certain

S concentration, the Tl level becomes degenerate with the heavy

valence band. Because the L-point gap is temperature-depen-

dent, the cross-over point also is.

d) In SnTe, In forms a resonant level in the valence band,110

but the dominance of Sn vacancies in this system, and the fact

that they act as acceptors, makes the Fermi level pinning behave

almost inversely to what it does in the other RL systems. For

each concentration of In in SnTe, there is a range of concentra-

tions of excess Te where the acceptor effect of the Sn vacancy is

not observed. As a result, the Fermi level is pinned at the low

values of vacancy concentrations, and released above a threshold

value, which depends on the In concentration. This is modeled by

assuming that ED is a relatively strong function of In concen-

tration. At low temperature, thermopower enhancements are

reported110 above the calculated Pisarenko relation that holds for

the valence band of pure SnTe, and are attributed to resonant

scattering.
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4.6 Indium in Pb1-xSnxTe alloys

Both PbTe and SnTe are direct-gap semiconductors that form

complete solid solutions, but their conduction and valence bands

are inverted111 (Fig. 10(a)). Consequently, alloys at x � 34 � 4%

are exactly zero-gap semiconductors at T ¼ 0 K, with a pure

Dirac dispersion. The energy band structure has very strong

temperature dependences (Fig. 10(b)), so that the concentration

x at which the gap is zero varies with T. The indium level in

Pb1-xSnxTe alloys
112 has been studied for a very long time as it is

one of the first resonant levels discovered in semiconductors.

With increasing x, the In-level moves from the conduction band

on the Pb-rich side to the valence band on the Sn-rich side

(Fig. 10(a)). The strong temperature dependence of the position

of the In level in these alloys has been the object of numerous

early partial studies113,114 and recently summarized by the

diagrams shown in Fig. 10(b).115 In pure PbTe, the In level moves

into the energy gap near room temperature, where it acts as

a trap, which explains why indium is not a good contact material

for n-type PbTe at room temperature. In contrast, the bands of

PbTe close under hydrostatic pressure at a rate of dEg/dp ¼ 7.4

meV kbar�1, as shown for one alloy in Fig. 10(c).116 The indium

level is reported to move vis-�a-vis the mid-gap point at a rate of

dED/dp � 1 meV kbar�1. In a very rough first approximation, all

these data indicate that the primary driving force behind the

movement of the CB and VB, and of the In-level is the inter-

atomic distance, working either through chemical or mechanical

pressure, or thermal expansion. Such a simple description may be

attributed to the rather small difference in electro-negativity

between Pb and Sn atoms, but the primary role of the interatomic

spacing in the physics of RL’s will be reinforced by the calcula-

tions described in section 5.

Relevant to the discussion in this review, Jovovic et al.115 show

that In does not increase the thermopower of the dilute (x < 0.3)

PbSnTe alloys. At liquid nitrogen temperatures, however, it was

suggested by Hong et al.117 that the low mobilities of n-type In-

doped PbSnTe alloys may well be due to a resonant scattering

mechanism. However, no anomaly in mobility, thermopower or

Nernst coefficient is observed by Jovovic et al.115 who report that

the scattering exponent (l, defined by eqn (13)) remains in the

range �0.2 < l < 0.5 characteristic of acoustic phonon and

ionized impurity scattering.

4.7 Thallium in PbTe, PbTe1-ySey and PbTe1-xSx alloys

While it has long been known that resonant scattering increases

the thermoelectric power of Tl:PbTe at low temperature,27 the

effect of the Tl as a RL at room temperature and above is

important for applications, because it strongly increases the zT of

Fig. 10 Composition (a), temperature (b) and pressure (c) dependence

of the energy bands (thin lines) and the position of the indium level (heavy

lines) in Pb1-xSnxTe alloys. In PbTe, the conduction band (CB) is at the

L-point of the Brillouin zone, and its symmetry is L6
�, while the valence

band is L6
+; this inverts in SnTe. The gap of all alloys [in (b), PbTe

properties are indicated with long-dashed black lines, Pb0.85Sn0.15Te in

short-dashed blue lines and Pb0.7Sn0.3Te in full red lines] increases with

temperature, but decreases with hydrostatic pressure. In (c), the In level is

resonant only in the hatched pressure region. The abscissa scale is such

that the crossing point between the In level and the L6
� band is�4.5 kbar,

between the In level and the L6
+ band �12.5 kbar.

Fig. 11 Top, electrical resistivity r and (bottom) thermopower S of two

samples of PbTe doped with (1)1at% Tl, and (2) 2 at% Tl. The open and

closed dots correspond to measurements made in two different instru-

ments in different temperature ranges (data from ref. 24). The thermal

conductivity shows no anomalies and is like that of all binary PbTe with

similar resistivity; the zT of the 2% sample is in Fig. 14.
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the p-type PbTe materials24 compared to literature values. Fig. 5

shows as data points the thermopower at 300 K of PbTe samples

doped with various amounts of Tl, and they are all pinned at

about 125–150 mV K�1, considerably above the Pisarenko plot;

the temperature dependence of the r and S are shown in Fig. 11.

Measurements of the transverse Nernst-Ettingshausen coeffi-

cient and of the Hall coefficient make it possible to use the

method of the four coefficients described above in section 3.3,

using those two measurements along that of resistivity and

thermopower to determine the hole concentration (3 to 6 �
1019cm�1), mobility (90 to 70 cm2V�1s�1), scattering exponent

(eqn (13) becomes s(E) ¼ s0 E
�1/2 indicative of acoustic phonon

scattering), and hole density-of-states g(E). The Fermi surface of

degenerately-doped p-type PbTe consists of 4 ellipsoidal pockets

at the L-points of the Brillouin zone along the |G L| direction.118

The DOS g(E) includes the degeneracy factor of 4, and is further

parameterized in terms of a DOS effective mass m*
DOS as shown

in Fig. 12, defined as the inverse of the curvature of a parabola

drawn through the RL at the Fermi level. For the Tl-doped

samples, Fig. 12 shows that the Fermi level is EF� 60 meV below

the valence band edge; combined with calculations that will be

described in section 5 (Fig. 17), that puts the Fermi level firmly in

the RL. The DOS effective mass (m*
DOS � 1 � 0.3 me) is roughly

5 times higher than the known mass118 of the VB of conven-

tionally-doped PbTe at the same hole concentration m*
DOS �

0.15 to 0.2me (the latter includes the DOS degeneracy factor of 4,

and the effects of non-parabolicity). The value of m*
DOS � 1 �

0.3 me is consistent with the DOS obtained from calculations

(m*
DOS � 1.5 me is calculated in section 5) and measurements of

the electronic specific heat.119

That work was extended to PbTe1-xS and PbTe1-ySey alloys
104

and the conclusions were reinforced. Pb0.98Tl0.02Te1-xSx alloys

with low sulfur content (x # 0.08) maintain the excess DOS

observed in the binary PbTe doped with thallium; however, the

Tl-induced DOS decreases as sulfur content increases to x¼ 0.16.

Tl continues to act as a resonant level and results in a thermo-

power that is pinned at the S at �120 mV K�1 at 300 K for all

compositions with x < 0.08 (see Fig. 13). Interestingly also, the

hole mobility increases with sulfur concentration. Both carrier

density and hole effective mass decrease rapidly with y in

PbTe1-ySey, in which the Tl resonant level is partially lost, and

this was attributed to defect chemistry rather than being an

intrinsic band structure property of this system. As in the case of

the binary Tl:PbTe, the four-parameter fits in the alloys illus-

trates that the effect is not due to a change in scattering, but to an

increase in DOS; the method determines the experimental DOS-

effective mass to be m*DOS z 1.35 � 0.3 me. Importantly from

Fig. 13 it can be concluded that the Tl level in all alloys gives an

alloy-independent thermopower, where the band structure is

primarily determined by the RL, and the Se or S substitutions for

Te only affect the hole concentration. This will be further sup-

ported and discussed in section 5. Finally, by using double-

doping with both Tl and Na, very high zT values can be obtained

from Pb0.98Tl0.02Te1-xSx alloys (see Fig. 14).

In PbTe and its alloys with S or Se, the enhancement in S, and

ultimately of zT, is due to an increase in the local density of

states, and not to an increase in the energy dependence of the

scattering by resonant scattering. Had the latter been at the

origin, one could have expected the effect of the RL to decrease

Fig. 12 Temperature-dependence of the Fermi energy EF and of the

density-of-states effective mass (left) of the valence band (dashed line,

VB) and of the Tl-doped samples. The mass mDOS is an approximation

based on drawing a parabolic band as a dashed line through the RL.

Fig. 13 Thermopower for 2% Tl doped PbTe calculated using KKR-

CPADOS ‘‘hump’’effect and assuming acoustic phonon scattering (green

line). Points correspond to experimental data for Tl:PbTe,24 Tl:PbTe1-xSx
and Tl:PbTe1-xSex,

104 and their spread over carrier concentrations is

mostly limited by the crystal defect chemistry. Satisfactory agreement

between KKR-CPA results and experimental data is obtained.

Fig. 14 Thermoelectric figure of merit of Pb0.98Tl0.02Te (purple sideways

triangles) after ref. 24, of Pb0.98Tl0.02Te1-xSx alloys with x ¼ 0.04 (blue

inverted triangles), 0.08 (open red dots), 0.12 (green+), and of a double-

doped Pb0.97Tl0.02Na0.01Te0.92S0.08 alloy (black squares). Reproduced by

permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from ref. 104.
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with increasing temperature where acoustic and optical phonon

scattering become ever more dominating, precluding the use of

RL’s in high-temperature applications such as electrical power

generators.

4.8 V2-VI3 compounds

Bi2Te3 is the binary semiconductor that is the basis for

commercial thermoelectric alloys used for Peltier cooling near

room temperature. The upper valence bands (UVB) of degen-

erately-doped p-type material consist of six ellipsoidal Fermi

surfaces in k-space,120 centered along the binary crystallographic

direction (along |GX|), about 40 � 10% of the way between the G

point and the Brillouin zone edge. They have an integral density

of states (DOS) effective mass m*
DOS ¼ 0.35 me.

120 A lower

valence band (LVB), consisting of six ellipsoids, exists 20.5 meV

below the UVB in k-space along the |GA| direction in the bisec-

trix-trigonal plane (the A-point is the center of the flat hexagonal

faces of the Brillouin zone), about 35 � 5% from the zone center

to the zone edge.120 Bi2Te3 can be doped p-type with group IV

atoms Ge and Pb. Tin forms an RL with ED � 15 meV121,122

below the top of the UVB at 2 K and ‘‘stabilizes’’ the cryogenic

thermopower of single crystals of Bi2Te3.
123,124

Jaworski et al.25 used Sn as a resonant level to strongly increase

the thermopower above the Pisarenko relation at 300 K, as shown

in Fig. 15. The work was carried out on single crystals in the

direction perpendicular to the trigonal axis, but for moderately-

heavily dopedmaterial, the sample’s thermopower is isotropic and

equals the scalar partial hole coefficientS(p),125which is calculated

for p-type Bi2Te3 as lines in Fig. 15. The calculation assumed

a relaxation time characteristic of two scattering mechanisms,

polar optical scattering (l ¼ 0.5) and ionized impurity scattering,

(l¼ 1.5), andm*
DOS¼ 0.35me. Fig. 15 shows literature data for Pb

andGe-doped samples25,126,127 at 300K. The datameasured on the

Bi2-xSnx Te3 sample depart from the conventional Pisarenko

relation, giving strong experimental indication for the presence of

an RL. One sample with x ¼ 0.015 has double the S of similarly-

doped samples without Sn. The power factors of such samples is

also enhanced. Measurements of the period of the Shubnikov-de

Haas oscillations on the same samples25 reinforce the thermo-

power measurements. Finally, a measurement of the Nernst and

Hall coefficients, and the application of the method of the 4 coef-

ficients shows that the effect is partially due to resonant scattering

at 100 K, but that it is due to the enhancement of the DOS itself at

300K.One salient difference between theSn level inBi2Te3 and the

Tl level in PbTe can be seen by comparing Fig. 13 and 14.Where in

Tl:PbTeS(p) remains steadyat 130–150mVK�1when increasingTl

atom and hole concentrations, in Sn:Bi2Te3 S(p) falls back to the

Pisarenko line for p > 1020 cm�3. It is possible to over-dope in

Bi2Te3 with Sn, whereas over-doping does not occur in Tl:PbTe

presumably because the solubility limit of Tl is reached before

enough Tl can be added to over-dope the samples.

5. Band structure calculations of resonant levels

With the development of powerful methods to calculate the band

structure of solids, and the increasing complexity of the formu-

lations of optimized thermoelectric alloys (there are 5 elements in

the optimal compound Fig. 14), such calculations are rapidly

proving themselves indispensable tools in the quest for resonant

impurities capable of enhancing zT. Considering the five criteria

that need to be met for this purpose (section 2), modern methods

are reasonably accurate at providing some guidance about the

value of ED, but the most difficult property to assess is the degree

of localization of the RL state. In this section we will go deeper

into the subject, and provide a comparison between a ‘‘good’’ and

an ‘‘inefficient’’ RL using as illustrative examples the cases of Tl:

PbTe vs. Ti:PbTe.

Density Functional Theory128,129 proved to be very useful and

powerful in revealing the physical nature of the impurities in

semiconductors, including e.g. RL’s induced by the group III

elements130 in IV–VI compounds. A systematic ab initio study

was published for several types of defects in PbTe, such as Pb and

Te vacancies, monovalent (Na, K, Rb, Cs, Cu and Ag), divalent

(Zn, Cd, Sn, Ge) and trivalent (Ga, In, Tl, As, Sb and Bi)

impurities on the Pb site, and Se, S and I sustitutions on the Te

site.80 This was extended to other IV–VI compounds.131 Of

special interest here is a detailed study of the deep levels induced

by the group III elements: Tl, In, Ga132 and more recently Al.107

The results are shown in the partial charge density maps pro-

jected in the <100> plane in Fig. 16. The group III elements (In in

this example) substituting for a Pb atom in PbTe (shown as a blue

dot in the middle of the frame) form two energy levels. The first,

in the left panel, is a hyper-deep defect state (HDS), filled with

two electrons per k-point. It is predominantly of In-5s character;

the neighboring states, Te-5p states are localized about 0.5 nm

from them. The HDS state is full and contains localized elec-

trons. The second level, in the right panel, is called a deep defect

state (DDS). It has more contributions of the neighboring Te 5-p

states, and is only half-filled. The Fermi level is pinned in the

middle of this band: as long as the impurity-impurity interactions

are weak and no impurity band forms, the position of the Fermi

level does not change with impurity concentration. As outlined in

Fig. 15 Pisarenko relation (thermopower versus carrier concentration)

at 300 K for p-type Bi2Te3. The lines are calculated using a classical

parabolic band with the effective mass for the UVB. The data points are

obtained for the different acceptor impurities as marked. The points

where Sn is used as a dopant differ significantly from the others and from

the calculated lines.
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section 4.5, it was suggested from experiment that when the In

concentration becomes on the order of 5%, an impurity band

forms, and the electrical conductivity becomes dominated by

hopping effects.133

Aforementioned calculations were done using the super-cell

approach, where one builds a large unit cell and replaces one of

the host atoms with an impurity atom, creating an ordered

structure. Recently a different approach was used to study the

effect of a Tl impurity on electronic structure of Pb(Te-Se) and

Pb(Te-S) alloys,104 the KKR-CPA Green function method

(Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker with Coherent Potential Approxi-

mation).134 This is computationally advantageous yet reliable in

determining electronic structure of disordered systems.135,136,137

Conceptually, CPA is a mean field theory in which, using the

Green function techniques, the real disordered system AxB1-x is

replaced by the ordered system of effective ‘‘CPA atoms’’,

described by the effective Green function or alternatively effec-

tive scattering operators. The CPA condition means that

replacing one of CPA atoms by component A or B atom does not

lead to additional scattering and does not change the average

properties of the medium. This makes it possible to treat very

dilute alloys, with x$ 0.1%, as all calculations for 0 # x # 1 use

the same unit cell and the results are not affected by the changes

in computational symmetry of the host material.

The DOS of Tl0.001Pb0.999Te is shown in Fig. 17,138 showing

two sharp, core-like DOS peaks arising from the Tl 6s states

surrounding the main valence band of PbTe. These are the HDS

and DDS states.130,132 Importantly, at this very low concentra-

tion, the Tl 6sDOS peaks are extremely narrow and large, almost

atom-like in nature. In contrast, the Tl 6p states are fully inte-

grated into the valence band, which seems to be crucial for Tl

bonding in the host compound. Yet, in spite of its narrowness at

low Tl concentration, this atom-like resonant level broadens and

hybridizes with Te 5p states (mostly) when the Tl concentration is

increased. This creates a separate ‘hump’ in DOS (see Fig. 17 for

2%Tl). Its full width at half maximum is now �200 meV

and calculated EF ¼ 150 meV. The observed experimental

EF � 60 meV may have included the effects of additional doping

by the inevitable stoichiometry defects in the crystal.

The contributions of the constituent atoms to this hump at EF

are Tl 12%, Pb 15%, and Te 50%, with rest coming from inter-

stitial states. Given the relatively low Tl contribution, it is

possible to view the Tl atoms as acting like a catalyst that allows

the formation of the excess DOS of PbTe, but Tl itself contrib-

utes to it only minimally. The charge located in this new

hybridized s + p band comes mainly from Te atoms, and the new

states are delocalized and participate in the transport

phenomena. The excess DOS between the valence band edge EV

and EF can be fitted to a gðEÞ ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EV � E
p

� b law, almost like

a free electron (gðEÞ ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EV � E
p

), with a ¼ 0.84 � 0.02 eV3/2

which in a free electron model would correspond to a mass

m*
DOS z 1.5 me. This calculated value is surprisingly consistent

Fig. 16 Partial charge density plot of an In atom on a Pb site in a PbTe

lattice, showing the bonding (left, the ‘‘hyperdeep’’ defect state (HDS)) and

antibonding (right, the‘‘deep’’ defect state (DDS)) states of the In-5s state

and its neighboring Te-5p states. The HDS state has a very strong In-5s

character, is very narrow, and is filled. The DDS state has a mixed In-5s

andTe-5p character, and is less narrow: that state is the resonant level. It is

partially filled, which accounts for the Fermi level pinning effects, and is

strongly hybridized with the entire valence band. (Reprinted figure with

permission from ref. 132, ª 2008 by the American Physical Society).

Fig. 17 Calculated density of states for PbTe with Tl impurity, assuming

substitutional Tl atom on Pb site with 0.1% concentration (upper panel)

and 2% (bottom panel). States located in lower energy range are not

shown (6s of Pb and 5s of Te). Upper panel: Black line is a total density of

states per formula unit. Partial Tl densities of states (per Tl atom, not

multiplied by concentration) are plotted in red (s), blue (p) and green (d).

The most striking feature of the electronic structure is the presence of

sharp, semi-core-like DOS peaks from 6s states of Tl in the valence band

region. Lower panel: For 2% Tl concentration, Tl peak is broadened and

hybridization with p orbitals of Te and Pb occurs. This leads to the

formation of a DOS ‘hump’.
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with the experimental value from the ‘‘method of the four coef-

ficients’’, m*DOS z 1.35 � 0.3 me (see section 4.7 and ref. 104).

One can conclude that Tl creates resonant-yet-nearly-free-elec-

tron-like states in PbTe and its alloys, joining two features that

might be perceived as contradictory. On a cautionary note, the

presence of constant negative factor b ¼ 0.1� 0.005 (eV�1) in the

formula above limits the free-electron interpretation and shows

the important effects of crystal potentials. Also, since the excess

DOS starts right at the VB edge, Fig. 18 shows a schematic

dispersion for the Tl RL level in PbTe relative to the upper

(UVB) valence band at the L-points of the Brillouin zone, and

the lower valence band (LVB) near the S-point. This picture

updates the one in ref. 24.

From the DOS of Fig. 17, eqn (8), and assuming acoustic

phonon scattering, the thermopower of Tl:PbTe can be calcu-

lated at 300 K and plotted as a function of calculated carrier

concentration. This is done in Fig. 13, where the results are

compared to the experimental points. The agreement is

remarkable.139 The free-electron-like DOS in Fig. 17 is less

narrow than the Lorentzian in the example Fig. 4, resulting in

a less concentration-dependent thermopower; this may have

contributed to the agreement. Indeed the experimental values of

EF (60� 10 meV) reflects the fact that the carrier concentration is

not only a function of Tl concentration, but is also affected by

stoichiometry defects in the samples and/or additional Na-

doping,104 while the calculated EF (150 meV) ignores those facts

and rather arbitrarily assumes that each Tl atoms introduces one

hole. Independent adjustments of EF are necessary to maximize

zT by fulfilling the conditions outlined by Mahan and Sofo.6

The calculations for binary PbTe were extended to its alloys

with Se and S:104 the DOS hump does not change for �10–15%

Te substitution with S, thus the same S(n) curve should apply

here. Fig. 13 shows this to be correct up to 10% S substitution;

the case of Se substitution was less satisfactory. At larger sulfur

concentrations the calculated DOS broadens and merges into the

UVB DOS, which is accompanied by a reduction in the excess of

S(n) observed in the experiment. The calculations further identify

that it is the reduction in lattice constant with the S and Se

substitutions that lies at the origin of the merging and smearing

of the Tl level. The basic concept is that the reduction in lattice

constant increases the overlap between the wavefunctions of the

Tl 6s and the Te p-levels as well as the Pb levels. This results in

too strong a hybridization between them, and a merging of the

RL into the host solid’s DOS.

The case of Ti:PbTe (Fig. 8 and Fig. 19) can be used as

a supporting counter-example to Tl:PbTe. It is probably illus-

trative of the effects of most 3d transition-metal impurities in

PbTe (section 4.3), although some involve transitions to

magnetic states (e.g. 1% Cr doped PbTe is a room-temperature

ferromagnet140) we also limit this discussion to dilute alloys.

Fig. 19 shows the results of KKR 2� 2� 2 supercell calculations

for Pb0.97Ti0.03Te: the Ti peak in the DOS is very sharp and

narrow. Its contribution to the total DOS at EF exceeds 50%,

Fig. 18 Cartoon of the valence band structure of Tl-doped PbTe,

showing schematically the upper valence band (UVB, red) at the L-points

of the Brillouin zone, the lower heavy hole band (LVB, green) which,

when populated, forms a crown-like Fermi surface around the S-points

of the Brillouin zone, and the Tl-induced resonant level (black). The latter

has a free-electron-like shape, yet with a heavy density-of-states mass.

When the Fermi level is about 60 meV from the valence band edge, the

thermopower is pinned to �120 mV K�1 at 300 K. When the Fermi level

reaches the LVB, the thermopower at 300 K is only �50 to 55 mV K�1.

Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from ref.

104.

Fig. 19 Calculated density of states for PbTe with Ti impurity, assuming

substitutional Ti atom on Pb site with 3% concentration (non-spin-

polarized calculations in this work). Upper panel: Total density of states

per formula unit plotted in black. The contribution from Ti atoms (here

the Ti concentration is taken into account) is plotted in red. Lower panel:

partial Ti DOS per Ti atom, with angular momentum decomposition.

The sharp and large 3d peak suggests the localization of the 3d states and

a transition to a magnetic state. The t2g-eg splitting is also visible: the peak

comes from Eg states. The inset shows the same plot at a different scale to

show s and p contributions.
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and, unlike the case of Tl, it does not ‘‘catalyze’’ a DOS that

consists mostly of Te or Pb states. Also, as mentioned in section

2, for d-like resonant levels, the Wigner delay time spent by

electron at the resonance center becomes long. All this suggests

that Ti rather develops its own, mostly localized states in PbTe,

which might even create a magnetic instability through the

Stoner mechanism.141 The Ti DOS peak also is placed on top of

a large density of PbTe conduction band states, which, following

the Mahan-Sofo6 argument, is also unfavorable to zT.

To summarize, band structure calculations have much to

contribute to the understanding of how resonant levels can

improve zT. One should look for impurities which create sharp

DOS peaks close to the Fermi level, but those peaks should be of

the similar character as the host band structure. Consistently

with the central role the orbital quantum number of the RL plays

in the concept of Wigner delay time, we conclude that d- or even

f-state impurities are useful to improve the thermopower of

metals, but that s- or p-state RL’s are more suited to improve

thermoelectric properties of semiconductors.

Conclusions

This review focused on the use of resonant impurity levels to

maximize the thermoelectric figure of merit zT, by maximizing

the thermoelectric power S(n) at a given carrier concentration,

which maximizes the power factor S2s. Resonant levels are

created by impurities whose electrons have energy levels in

a band of the host material. Such energy levels can affect the

thermopower through two mechanisms: (1) they can scatter the

conduction electrons of the host semiconductor resonantly,

which gives these electrons a very energy-dependent mobility; (2)

if the energy levels correspond to plane-wave-like wavefunctions

that are characteristic of extended states in semiconductors,

electrons in them can carry electricity and heat, and contribute to

the thermopower. At room temperature and above, mechanism

(1) competes with phonon scattering and is often weak; mecha-

nism (2) is a band structure property and more temperature-

independent.

The effectiveness of a resonant level in enhancing the ther-

moelectric power factor by the second mechanism depends crit-

ically on the degree of localization of the electrons in the impurity

states, itself a function of the amount of hybridization between

the impurity states and the band structure of the host semi-

conductor. As is the case with every other parameter in ther-

moelectrics research, where a delicate optimization is needed

between mutually counter-indicated properties (thermal

conductivity versus mobility, or thermopower versus carrier

concentration), the use of resonant levels requires a delicate

balancing between two mutually exclusive properties of elec-

tronic wavefunctions. Here the counter-indication is between

plane-wave-like extended states and atom-like localized. Too

much overlap between the impurity and the host material’s

wavefunctions makes the resulting wavefunctions resemble more

those of the host material and decreases the excess in thermo-

power; too little overlap creates states that could lead to a much

larger thermopower, but such states are easily too localized and

do not conduct well. To illustrate this point, we contrast the

examples of two dopant atoms in a very important thermoelec-

tric semiconductor, PbTe. Thallium creates states at the edge of

the valence band, but the impurity only catalyzes the formation

of the excess DOS, which is mostly constituted of Te and Pb

states; by contrast, Ti forms a state in the conduction band, but it

remains over 50% Ti-like, is more 3d in character, does not

conduct heat or charge, and does not enhance thermoelectric

performance. Only resonant states such as those induced by Tl in

PbTe are beneficial to thermoelectric applications.
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